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Abstract— One of the major challenges in developing autonomous systems is to make them able to recognize and
categorize objects robustly. However, the appearance-based
algorithms that are widely employed for robot perception do not
explore the functionality of objects, described in terms of their
affordances. These affordances (e.g., manipulation, grasping)
are discriminative for object categories and are important cues
for reliable robot performance in everyday environments.
In this paper, we propose a strategy for object recognition
that integrates both visual appearance and grasp affordance
features. Following previous work, we hypothesize that additional grasp information improves object recognition, even if
we reconstruct the grasp modality from visual features using a
mapping function. We considered two different representations
for the grasp modality: (1) motor information of the hand
posture while grasping and (2) a more general grasp affordance
descriptor. Using a multi-modal classifier we show that having
real grasp information significantly boost object recognition.
This improvement is preserved, although to a lesser extent, if
the grasp modality is reconstructed using the mapping function.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The capability to recognize and categorize objects is one
of the crucial competencies for autonomous agents operating
in human-made environments. According to Gibson [1], an
object is characterized by three properties: (1) it has a certain
minimal and maximal size related to the body of an agent,
(2) it shows temporal stability, and (3) it is manipulable by
the agent. These properties imply that the object is defined in
relation to an embodied agent able to manipulate the object.
Therefore, the set of possible manipulation actions (i.e.,
the affordances) are a crucial part of the object definition
itself. Results from neurophysiology seem to indicate that the
human brain incorporates a similar strategy of associating
objects with actions, as “canonical” visuomotor neurons
presumably reconstruct motor information for grasping from
visual information [2]. The vast majority of work in computer
vision on object recognition and categorization, however,
models objects starting from static images, training a model
(in the case of generative approaches) or a classifier (in the
case of discriminative approaches) on a very large image
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Fig. 1. Images of three different mobile phones. We see that their visual
appearance varies considerably, while they share the same functionality and
manipulability.

database containing various instances of the object of interest. This approach is potentially incomplete and resourceconsuming [3], [4]. Furthermore, it completely neglects the
specific functionality of objects. This functionality, described
in terms of affordances, is often far more informative than
just the visual appearance of (manipulable) objects. Think
for instance of a mobile phone: what you do with it (typing
numbers, talking) defines it far better than how it looks (see
Fig. 1).
Most of the work within the robotics community related
to affordances has focused on predicting opportunities for
interaction with an object. For instance, Paletta et al. use
reinforcement learning to learn a causal relationship between
visual cues and the associated anticipated interactions [5].
Additionally, Sun et al. propose a probabilistic graphical
model that leverages visual object categorization for learning
affordances [6]. An initial prediction of the object’s category
is subsequently used to predict its affordances, similar to earlier work by Fitzpatrick et al. [7]. Only few recent attempts
exploit the relevance of affordances for object recognition.
In the approach presented by Metta et al. [8], an agent
observes its hand grasping an object from a first-person
perspective and subsequently learns a mapping from visual
perception to motor information using a neural network.
Although limited in scope, their experiments indicate that
this motor information indeed improves object recognition.
More recently, Noceti et al. have confirmed on a larger
dataset that it is possible to build joint models of the visual
appearance of a specific object and the grasp type associated
with that object [9]. In work by Griffith et al., a robot
learns to disambiguate container and non-container objects
by means of interactive exploration of affordances [10].
Gupta et al. instead present a Bayesian framework that unifies
the inference processes involved in object categorization and
localization, action understanding, and perception of object
reaction [11]. The joint recognition of objects and actions is
based on shape and motion, and the models take as input
video data. Also Montesano et al. propose a probabilistic

model, although they consider the joint distribution of objects
and actions with effects, rather than with localization [12].
Kjellstrom et al. consider objects as contextual information
for recognizing manipulation actions and vice versa [13].
The action-object dependence is modeled with a factorial
conditional random field with a hierarchical structure. In both
approaches, affordances are demonstrated to the system by
means of a human agent performing an action on an object.
Furthermore, objects and their affordances are first modeled
separately, and are combined together in a second step.
Here we further explore the approaches by Metta and
Noceti et al. [8], [9], and we propose a framework for
mapping from visual appearance to grasp affordances that (a)
allows for a many-to-many correspondence between grasp
types and objects and (b) can effectively be used to build
object classification algorithms exploiting the graspability of
each object to enhance recognition. Although a mapping
from visual appearance to grasp affordances is useful in
its own right [14], [15], [6], our particular interest is in
pushing the current paradigm of object recognition from
purely appearance based to one based on a mixture of visual
appearance and affordances.
Specifically, we propose a multi-modal classifier that integrates both visual and grasp affordance modalities. As it
is infeasible for an agent to attempt multiple grasps on each
object of interest, a limited set of actual grasp actions is used
to learn a mapping from visual appearance to possible grasps.
The auxiliary grasp modality is therefore a reconstructed (or
imaginary) variant of the actual grasps, as predicted by the
mapping function from the visual features. We consider two
separate variants to represent the grasp affordances, namely
(1) motor information of the hand posture while in grasping
position, and (2) an abstract representation of the set of
possible grasp types. The latter variant has the advantage that
it is able to capture the many-to-many relationship between
grasps and objects. For both variants, experimental validation of our framework shows that having real information
regarding the grasp affordances significantly boosts object
recognition. This improvement is preserved, although to a
lesser extent, if the grasp modality is reconstructed using
the mapping function, possibly indicating that the degree of
improvement is related to the quality of the reconstruction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: our proposed
framework for object recognition using visual features and
predicted affordances is described in Section II. The experimental setup is described in Section III, followed by the
results in Section IV. Finally, we give concluding remarks
in Section V.
II. F RAMEWORK
Our hypothesis is that object recognition can be improved
by including information regarding affordances together with
the visual appearance of the object. In general, this principle
requires a multi-modal classifier that integrates information
from a primary and an auxiliary modality. Here we assume
that there is a correlation between percepts of both modalities
and that the primary modality is always available, whereas

the auxiliary modality may only be available at selected
instances. This general setting loosely resembles perception
of most animals and advanced robots, which use multiple
and possibly redundant sensory modalities (visual, auditory,
tactile, etc.). Although we consider only a single auxiliary
modality, extending the framework to multiple auxiliary
modalities is straightforward.
In the following, we restrict ourselves to the visual perception and grasp affordances as primary and auxiliary modality,
respectively. Grasp affordances are defined as the set of
possible grasp actions that can reasonably be performed on
an object. We consider two distinct representations for the
grasp affordances. In the first, we describe a particular grasp
in terms of the hand posture of the agent performing a grasping action. Representing a grasp directly in terms of motor
information is straightforward and avoids the necessity for
grasp categorization. A schematic overview of the framework
in case of grasp motor information as auxiliary modality is
shown in Fig. 2a.
There are several issues with representing grasp affordances in terms of motor information. Firstly, many objects
can be grasped in multiple ways, depending for instance on
the intended use of the agent for the object. Consequently,
we would need to store a variable number of motor representations for each object, or describe the grasps in terms of
a probability distribution function in motor space. We would
need a large number of training samples, however, to obtain
reliable statistics for the latter approach. Furthermore, the
motor representation of a grasp is strongly dependent on the
exact embodiment of the agent and may vary from trial to
trial. It is therefore difficult, if not impossible, to transfer
these representations onto other agents.
A second approach, which solves both these issues, consists in representing grasp affordances as the set of grasp
types that can be used with an object. In effect, we thus
model grasp affordances as an abstraction of multiple instances of motor data1 , as shown in Fig. 2b. A set of very
similar hand postures are thus regarded as a grasp type,
and we then record whether or not these grasp types can
be used on an object. This representation is justified by the
observation that humans use a limited set of (parameterized)
grasp types [16]. However, by representing grasps in this
manner we require the agent to be aware of the type of grasp
it uses or to have other means of categorizing its grasps.
A. Reconstructing Auxiliary Modalities
In our framework, we do not assume that the auxiliary
modality is always available. It is evident why we do not
want to impose such a restriction in the context of grasp
affordances, as it would require an agent to actually attempt
to grasp each object prior to classification. Instead, we train a
mapping function that reconstructs (or predicts) the auxiliary
modality from the primary modality. In terms of visual and
affordance modalities, we can imagine the agent visually
1 We do not explore the relationship between abstract grasp affordances
and motor information.
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III. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
An identical set of experiments has been performed to validate each of the two variants of our theoretical framework.
For the first variant, information of the visual appearance of
an object is combined with the hand posture of a human
subject while grasping the object. We investigate to which
extent this additional motor information improves object
recognition. A possible difficulty in this experiment is that a
single object may allow for multiple grasps and, moreover,
different subjects may perform the same type of grasp
differently. In the second set of experiments, we combine the
visual appearance of an object with a vector representing its
affordances. Contrary to some earlier work (e.g., Metta et
al. [8]), the images only contain the object itself, without
showing the grasping action. The affordance modality is
thus estimated purely from the visual appearance of the
object, rather than the visual appearance of the grasping
hand. The affordances considered in this study are limited
to the possible types of grasp that can reasonably be used
with the particular object. We expect to see that these grasp
affordances are highly discriminative for the object class and
therefore improve object recognition significantly.
All experiments were repeated on 10 stratified random
splits of the data and with a varying number of training
samples for both the object classifier and the mapping
function. Furthermore, we consider the case that real motor
and affordance information is available, and compare it to the
case that this information is reconstructed from the visual
features using separately trained visuo-motor and visuoaffordance maps. Regularized Least Squares has been used
2 In the second variant of our framework, the agent would always have
to be aware of the object identity in order to update the possible grasp
affordances for the object.
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Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the multi-modal classification framework. The
hand posture of a grasp, or alternatively, by representing (b) grasp affordances
respectively the Visuo-Motor Map (VMM) and Visuo-Affordance Map (VAM),
The labels denoting the input and output spaces are related to the experimental

perceiving known objects (i.e., the object identity is known
to the agent) without grasping them, or alternatively the
agent both seeing and grasping objects for which it does
not know the identity2 . In our framework, the multi-modal
classifier integrates information from both these scenarios
using a reconstruction of the auxiliary modality (cf. Fig. 2).
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auxiliary modality is represented directly as (a) motor information of the
as a set of possible grasp types. The mapping functions for each variant,
are used to reconstruct the auxiliary modality from the primary modality.
setup as described in Section III.
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TABLE I
T HE 13 POSSIBLE OBJECT- GRASP COMBINATIONS .

for the object classifiers and for both types of reconstructing
maps. In the following, we describe the database used
and the extracted visual and motor features. Moreover, we
briefly review the Regularized Least Squares algorithm for
regression and classification and explain in detail how it has
been used in the experiments.
A. The Visuo-Motor Grasping Database
The Visuo-Motor Grasping database (VMGdb3 ) consists
of visual and motor data collected on 7 objects and 5 grasp
types (cf. Fig. 3). On the basis of their affordances, each
object allows different types of grasps, defining the manyto-many relationship as reported in Table I. The database
contains 20 human subjects performing 20 trials for each of
the 13 possible object-grasp types, yielding a total of 5200
samples. Visual information consists of video sequences
of the performed grasping actions, acquired laterally with
focus on the object. Of these video sequences, we selected
frames showing the object in different poses and without
any occlusions. Motor information was collected using a
CyberGlove [17], which has sensors measuring the hand
posture and a force-detector resistor on the fingertips that
is used to determine the instant of contact with the object.
B. Visual, Motor and Affordance Features
The visual appearance of the objects is described in terms
of SIFT features [18], which were extracted from a single
3 We gratefully thank the LIRA-lab of the University of Genoa for
having made their database available to us. For more information about
the database, please contact giorgio.metta@iit.it.

Fig. 3. Top row: the objects used in our experiments. Bottom, the grasp types we consider: (left to right) cylindric power grasp, flat grasp, pinch grip,
spherical and tripodal grip.

frame containing a lateral view of the object during each trial.
We used a bag-of-words approach with a vocabulary of 200
elements, following the same strategy as used by Noceti et al.
[9]. The resulting features are preprocessed independently by
scaling them to a range of [0, 1] by dividing by the maximum
value present in the classifier training set. The CyberGlove
returns 22 joint angles of the subject’s hand posture, measured in a 8 bit resolution. These sensor measurements are
used as motor information, after standardizing each of these
input features to zero mean and unit standard deviation.
The grasp affordance information follows the relationships
in Table I. It is important to note that these features do not
simply report the single type of grasp that is performed in
a given sample, but rather all of the possible grasps that
were performed on the object under consideration. A bitwise
5
encoding (i.e., {−1, +1} ) is used to indicate whether or not
each of the five grasps is associated with the object.

The representer theorem states thatPwe can describe the
m
solution of (1) in the form f (x) = i=1 ci k (x, xi ) [21],
where we apply an additional sign function to the output
in the case of binary classification problems. For RLS, the
optimal set of coefficients c can be obtained by solving a
system of linear equations

C. Regularized Least Squares

D. Object Classifier

The classifier, the visuo-motor and visuo-affordance maps
require an estimation function that predicts an output based
on an input feature vector. Given a set S of m inputm
output pairs {(xi , yi ) : xi ∈ X ⊆ Rn , yi ∈ Y}i=1 , we would
like to construct a function f : X → Y that accurately
predicts an output for any given input x. Regularized Least
Squares (RLS) is an algorithm that can learn these functions
both in case of binary classification problems (i.e., Y =
{−1, +1}, RLSC [19]), as well as regression problems (i.e.,
Y ⊆ R, ridge regression [20]). Furthermore, incorporating
kernel functions allows the method to be used on non-linear
problems, much like Support Vector Machines (SVM, [21]).
In RLS, we optimize the functional

The output of the object classifier is one of the 7 object classes. We emulate multi-class classification using the
one-vs-all classification scheme [22]. This scheme can be
implemented efficiently using RLS, as we can solve the 7
systems of linear equations in (2) concurrently (for a given
hyperparameter configuration) by writing an m×7 coefficient
matrix C and output matrix Y.
We perform experiments with a varying number of training
samples for the classifier. For each of the 10 splits, we reserve
2600 samples for testing and use random subsets Sc of sizes
|Sc | ∈ {26, 52, 78, 104, 130} of the remaining samples to
train the classifier. These subsets are chosen such that they
contain an equal amount of samples for each of the 13 objectgrasp types.
Integration of visual features with either motor or affordance features is done using the multi-cue kernel approach
[23]. In this approach, multiple feature types are integrated
by means of a linear combination of kernels, such that each
kernel operates only on a single feature type. In our setting,
we thus obtain the composite kernel


k (xi , xj ) = wp k p xpi , xpj + wa k a xai , xaj ,

m

1 X
2
2
kf (xi ) − yi k + λ kf kH ,
m i=1

(1)

where H is the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space corresponding to the kernel k. The first term in (1) minimizes
the squared errors on the training data, while the second
term penalizes the complexity of the function by minimizing
the norm of the function f in H. The balance between
minimizing these two terms is regularized by a constant
hyperparameter λ ≥ 0.

(K + λmI) c = y ,

(2)

where K is an m × m matrix such that Kij = k (xi , xj ) and
I is an m × m identity matrix.
The selection of a kernel function and the hyperparameters is crucial to the generalization performance of
any kernel method. In our experiments, we consider the

2
standard RBF kernel k (xi , xj ) = exp −γ kxi − xj k
[21]. The hyperparameters
λ and γ are optimized using
 −40
grid
search,
where
λ
∈
2
, 2−36 , . . . , 20 , 24 and γ ∈
 −10 −9
4 5
2 ,2 ,...,2 ,2 .

where xp are the primary visual features and xa are the
auxiliary motor or affordance features. Further, we chose

both k v and k a to be the RBF kernel function, and set
wv ∈ {0.05, 0.15, . . . , 0.85, 0.95} and wa = 1 − wv . One
of the advantages of the multi-cue kernel over simple concatenation of the features is that we can independently tune
the kernel parameter γ for each set of features. Preliminary
experiments on our problem indicate that this results in
higher generalization performance, a finding that is supported
both theoretically and empirically in related literature [23].
E. Reconstruction of Motor and Affordance Information
RLS is also used for the visuo-motor and visuo-affordance
maps. In the former case, the learning problem is to reconstruct the hand posture of a grasp from the visual representation of an object. Learning this mapping is problematic,
as the visual appearance of an object does not contain
information about which of the possible grasps will be
used in a particular sample. Furthermore, the exact hand
posture for any given grasp may depend on the subject and
trial. RLS will therefore learn a mapping from the visual
appearance of an object to a prototypical grasp, which is
approximately the average of all the possible grasp types
for the object as performed by all the subjects. The visuoaffordance mapping is not affected by these variances, as
it stores an abstract representation of the possible grasp
types. Further, the ambiguity regarding the multiple possible
grasp types is resolved by representing all possible grasp
affordances.
The mappings are trained on a random subset Sm of the
training samples, ensuring that the classifier training set Sc
and Sm are disjoint. An equal number of training samples
is used to train both the classifier and the mappings (i.e.,
|Sc | = |Sm |). For the visuo-affordance mapping, the samples
in Sm are also used to find the set of possible grasp types
for each object. The training samples that are not used
for training either the classifier or the mapping are used
as validation set for hyperparameter tuning of the mapping
function. The hyperparameters are restricted to be equal for
all outputs (22 for visuo-motor, 5 for visuo-affordance), such
that these can be learned at once rather than independently.
After finding the optimal hyperparameters, the mapping is
used to reconstruct the motor and affordance features of both
the classifier training set and the test set.
IV. R ESULTS
The experimental results are separated according to the
two variants of our theoretical framework, as described in
Section II. For both variants, we compare the results obtained
using real motor and affordance data with those obtained
using reconstructed data. The goals of these experiments is to
demonstrate (1) that including additional motor or affordance
information improves object recognition, and (2) that an improvement persists even if this information is reconstructed
from the visual features using a mapping function.
A. Results with Visuo-Motor Reconstruction
In the first set of experiments, we evaluate classifiers
using visual features, motor features and an integration of

visual and motor features (i.e., visuo-motor). For the cases
involving motor features, we consider both the real motor
information and the motor information as reconstructed using the visuo-motor mapping. Fig. 4a shows the balanced
classification error of these classifiers with an increasing
number of samples. These results show that integrating visual
features with real motor information of a grasp outperforms
all other methods. Even in case of reconstructed motor
data, the integrated classifier still outperforms a classifier
that only uses visual information, albeit the improvement is
less substantial. A sign test indicates that this improvement
is nonetheless statistically significant in the case of 52 or
more training samples (p ≤ 0.0215) [24]. Interestingly, the
generalization performance of the classifier trained only with
reconstructed motor features converges faster (with respect
to the number of training samples) than the classifier trained
with real motor features. The most likely explanation for
this behavior is that the reconstruction actually resolves the
ambiguities and acts as a noise filter, therefore aiding the
final classifier in constructing a sensible prediction function.
Unfortunately, this effect is not significantly noticeable for
the integrated classifier that uses both visual and motor
features.
B. Results with Visuo-Affordance Reconstruction
It is evident from Table I that the grasp affordances are
highly discriminative for the object class for our database.
Moreover, the representation with possible affordances is
not affected by ambiguities of having multiple grasp types
associated with an object, or by the exact hand posture
used by a subject to perform a grasp. We therefore expect
the classifiers that use affordance information to outperform
those using motor information. In case of real affordance
features, this claim is supported by the results for the visuoaffordance classifier, as shown in Fig. 4b. The weighted
classification error based on affordance data alone is very
close to 1/7, regardless of the number of samples. This is due
to the classifier being unable to distinguish between a “pen”
and a “duck”, for which the possible grasp affordances are
identical (cf. Table I). Integration with visual features helps
to resolve this ambiguity, such that the recognition rate for
the multi-modal classifier is nearly 100% for all of the tested
training set sizes.
The results with reconstructed grasp affordances, however,
are again less profound. This indicates that the mapping
from visual features to grasp features is difficult. This is
not surprising, as there is a close relationship between the
grasp affordances and object identity, and it is thus likely that
both problems are of similar complexity. The improvement of
the reconstructed visuo-affordance classifier over the visual
classifier, however, is statistically significant for 26, 52 or
78 training samples (p ≤ 0.0215), and even more so for
104 or more samples (p ≤ 0.002). This result confirms
that there is a benefit of including a reconstructed auxiliary
modality. When using 130 training samples, for instance, the
visuo-affordance classifier achieves a weighted classification
error of 7.6% ± 1.4%, which compares favourably to the
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10.8% ± 1.4% error of the visual only classifier. The benefit
becomes more evident in Fig. 5, which depicts the difference
between the confusion matrices in both these cases. We
can verify that the additional affordance data, even though
reconstructed, helps to disambiguate visually similar objects
(cf. “lego” and “pen”, “hammer” and “pen”, or “hammer”
and “lego”). When comparing the reconstructed visuo-motor
classifier with the reconstructed visuo-affordance classifier,
we can observe that the latter performs slightly better,
although this difference is not statistically significant.
C. Discussion
One may argue that, by reconstructing the auxiliary modality from the primary one, we do not actually add any new

information for the classifier. Therefore, reconstructed motor
or affordance modalities should not have any beneficial effect
on the classification performance, contradicting the results
just presented. Though compelling, this argument only holds
in case of an infinite number of training samples when a
consistent classifier could potentially make perfect use of
all available information in the visual data. With a limited
number of samples, however, the additional set of extracted
features allow the classifier to make efficient use of available
training data. Another view is that the extra set of features –
and hence the extra kernel – help to form an induced RKHS
in which the data is more easily separable.
It is important to note that reconstruction is not guaranteed
to improve classification; this will depend strongly on the
type and representatation of the modalities. Trivially, both
modalities have to contain relevant information for determining the output. If the auxiliary modality only contains noise,
for instance, the reconstructed features may actually deteriorate classification performance. Furthermore, the modalities
also need to be correlated, in order to be able to (partially)
reconstruct the auxiliary modality from the primary modality.
Similar requirements have been formed for reconstruction of
missing features (i.e., imputation) in other fields, such as
statistical matching [25] or sensor fusion [26].
Another notable observation is that the absolute improvement of the multi-modal classifier over the visual classifier
remains relatively stable as the number of samples increases.
Nonetheless, it can easily be confirmed that the performance
of both classifiers will converge given infinite training samples. For our database, for example, the visual classifier
obtains perfect classification with less than 2600 samples.
The reason that convergence is not present in our results, is
that we increase the number of training samples both for the
reconstruction map and the classifier concurrently. We can
observe in Fig. 4 that the quality of classification using only

the reconstruction features improves drastically. Therefore,
even though the visual classifier gets better with an additional
number of samples, the reconstructed features do so as well.
The absolute improvement of the multi-modal classifier can
consequently remain stable or even (slightly) improve. This
behavior will diminish as soon as the reconstruction reaches
it optimal performance, at which point the performance of
the visual and multi-modal classifier will be guaranteed to
converge.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we hypothesize that object recognition can
be improved by considering both appearance and functional
aspects of objects. To this extent, we present a multimodal framework that integrates information of both the
visual appearance and the grasp affordances of objects.
Two different representations of the grasp affordances were
considered, namely the motor configuration of the hand
posture while grasping and a more abstract representation of
all possible grasp types that can be used with the object of
interest. Our experiments show that this auxiliary modality is
indeed discriminative for object recognition and significantly
improves the recognition rate.
In realistic settings, however, the acting agent will not always have grasp information of objects available, as it would
require the agent to grasp each object of interest. In order
to relax this requirement, we propose to predict the grasp
affordances from the visual appearance of an object using
a mapping function. Besides the fact that such a mapping
function is useful for acting agents, we expect it to extract
functionality related features from the visual appearance
that will be discriminative for the classification problem.
Experiments show that object recognition improves when
integrating visual appearance features with the reconstructed
grasp affordances, although to a lesser extent than using real
grasp information.
Future work will investigate possible ways to make the
mapping between different modalities more robust by improving the quality of the reconstruction. The abstract affordance description seems very promising and we plan further
verification of this approach using a larger database with
more objects and grasp types, and possibly considering more
affordances than just grasps. A possible difficulty in the
current affordance representation is that the grasp type must
be known, which could potentially be avoided by clustering
grasps in motor space.
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